Characterization of Atmospheric Electrical Discharge in Pin-water Configuration at Different NaCl Concentrations
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ABSTRACT

The interaction between a pin-plate and plasma are representing an interest subject in plasma technology and applications. In this research, the influence of added NaCl to distilled water on the discharge characteristics that formed in the gap between pin-water surfaces was investigated in more details. Their electrical and optical characteristics serve as identifiers. It’s found that all optical emissions intensity peaks as a results that detected are decreased with increasing of NaCl concentrations (300,400, and 500 mg). As well as, the emission intensity of neutral emission peaks are much higher than that of the ionic emission peaks. The addition of NaCl changes the liquid accessibility, which alters the kinetics of the discharge that forms in the pin-water surface gap. Also, its observed that the NaCl concentrations affected on the I-V characteristics. The data detected that the plasma frequency ((377.1176 - 279.1951)*10¹¹ rad/sec), electron number density ((4.4519 – 2.4401)*10¹⁷ cm⁻³) and electron temperature (2.1537 – 1.663 eV) decreased with increases of NaCl concentrations except the Debye length ((1.6342 – 1.93989)*10⁶ cm) shown a different behavior with increase of NaCl concentrations.
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الم核酸

تتمثل تفاعلات التفرع والسائل المتماسين موضوعاً مهماً في تكنولوجيا البلازما وتطبيقاتها. في هذا البحث، تم دراسة تأثير ذرات كلوئيد الصوديوم (300,400, and 500 mg) والضباب إلى البناء المفطر على خصائص التفرع والتي تشكلت في الفجوة بين سطح ماء وسطح الدبوس تفصلياً. تميز هذه المنظومة بخصائص الكهربائية والغلافية، وجدنا أن جميع فئة الكتافات للإشارات الضوئية والتي حصلنا عليها كناتج و التي تم الكشف عنها تقل مع زيادة تراكيز كلوئيد الصوديوم بالإضافة إلى ذلك، وجدنا أن شدة ذرات الابتعادات الطبيعية أعلى بكثير من ذرات الابتعادات الأولى. ان تغيير تراكيز كلوئيد الصوديوم يؤدي إلى تغيير إمكانية السائل ومواصفاته وبالتالي في عملية التفرع، اضافة إلى تغيير في حركية
1. Introduction

In plasma physics science and technology, the study of plasma-liquid interactions is becoming of increasing importance. ‘Experiments on Air’, a famous work by Cavendish from 1785, may be the earliest account of plasma-liquid contacts and the nitric acid production by an electric spark in the atmosphere [1-3]. Plasma-liquid interactions lead to complicated physical and chemical processes, ranging from multiphase species transport in the gas phase to mass and heat transfer in the liquid phase to interfacial reactions and extremely complex liquid phase chemistry. This chemistry is primarily determined by the reactivity of oxygen and nitrogen species produced in the liquid phase by secondary reactions or transferred from the gas/plasma phase in the case of low-temperature plasma sources operating in atmospheric air conditions (cold atmospheric plasma) [4,5]. In general, these discharges can start either directly in the liquid, close to the water’s surface, or between one electrode above the liquid and the liquid’s surface acting as the counter electrode.[6,7] Studies additionally leaned to configurations using plasma jets or hollow needles [8,9] fed at high voltage. [10] The discharges can be triggered by pulsed high voltage, AC, or DC. [11,12] Applications for non-equilibrium plasmas with liquid state span everything from environmental remediation to material science and healthcare. [9,13] The non-thermal plasmas (NTPs) within and around liquids have been the subject of much study by many researchers. The unusual chemical activity of liquids in contact with the plasma is the primary cause. The intense UV radiation, shock waves, and reactive radicals (OH, atomic oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, etc.) generated by discharges in and in contact with liquids are thought to be great deactivators and converts of many different kinds of biological and chemical components [11,14]. The degradation of contaminants in water and biomedical applications are two areas where NTPs have been identified as a developing technology of interest [15]. A rapidly growing area of study, plasma medicine combines biology, medicine, and plasma science and technology [16]. Atmospheric pressure plasma jets have been identified as one of the most well-liked effective sorts of equipment in this field, despite the fact that there are a number of various atmospheric pressure plasma sources that can be used. The most critical steps of species formation, transport, fundamental physics, and interactions with liquids have all been extensively explored for these devices [17,18]. A rapidly growing area of study, plasma medicine combines biology, medicine, and plasma science and technology [19]. Regarding the fact that there are a number of various sources for atmospheric pressure plasma which can be used, (APPJ) have been designated as one of the most well-liked and efficient equipment in this field. For these devices, the most important phases of species generation, its transport, principal physics, and its interactions with liquids have all been thoroughly investigated [10-12]. In the present work, the effect of the NaCl concentrations on the discharge characteristics of pin-liquid configuration at atmospheric pressure will be investigated in more detail. In addition, the experimental set-up is investigated and the typical results and their discussion are given.

2. Theoretical Consideration

One of the most used techniques for diagnosing plasma is optical emission spectroscopy (OES), which is based on the detection of continuum, half-width lines, and line shifts. When atoms or molecules are excited to a high energy state by the action of electrons, they release photons with energy equal to the difference between the two energy states when they relax to a lower energy state, which causes the emission of light from plasma [19,20]. To determine the makeup of the species that produces, spectral emission data and photon energy analysis (wavelength of light analysis) can be used. Laser Emission Both the electromagnetic light spectrum and the UV spectrum (130-800 nm) are a part of spectroscopy [5,9]. In this technique, the emitted radiation from plasma beam is examined to determine the plasma's parameters. Information regarding the plasma parameters, such as the electron temperature, plasma density, and type, is gathered using (OES). This study’s primary goal is to use optical emission spectroscopy (OES) to examine plasma properties utilizing spectral lines given off by nitrogen atoms around the plasma [21,22].

2.1 Electron Temperature (T_e):
The electron temperature (T_e) (in eV) was one of the most important variables used for evaluating plasma properties. It calculated by the Boltzmann plot method as follows [23,24]:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{j_{k,n}}{g_{k,n}A_{k,n}} \right) = -\frac{1}{k_B T_e} E_{k,n} + \ln \left( \frac{\hbar c}{4\pi k_B} \right) \cdots (1)
\]
Where the indices Z, c, k, L_{\text{D}}, h, E_{k}, Z, and g_{k,z} represent the ionization state with respect to the species, light speed, boltzmann constant, plasma's characteristic length, Planck constant, energy, and degeneracy of the upper energy level k, respectively. Optically the integrated intensity I_{p} of a species in ionization stage Z. P_{z} represents the partition function regarding species in ionization stage Z. The slope (-1/T_{e}) of the linear fitting to the relationship between the electron temperature (T_{e}) in (eV) and \ln \left( \frac{h c n_{z} e}{e n_{P_{z}}} \right) and E_{k,z} [25].

2.2 Electron Density (n_{e}): The full width at half maximum (FWHM) and lorentzian fitting were used for determining the electron number density. (n_{e}) (in cm^{-3}) with the variation of NaCl concentrations using stark broadening of (NaI) for the following wavelengths (337.13, 357.69 and 380.49) nm) that is collected through the following relation [24,26]:

\[ n_{e} (\text{cm}^{-3}) = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{2 \pi \sigma_{n} (\lambda T_{e})} N_{e} \]  

A method is more efficient than another and offers facts with high accuracy. In equation (2), \Delta \lambda refers to the Stark full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), \lambda r denotes the reference electron density that equals (10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}) for neutral atoms and (10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}) for singly charged ions, and os is the electron impact parameter, tabulated in Griem [22].

2.3 Plasma Frequency (\omega_{p}): The plasma frequency (\omega_{p}) (in rad/sec) was obtained from the electron number density as follows [11,25]:

\[ \omega_{p} = \sqrt{\frac{e^{2} n_{e}}{m_{e} c_{0}}} \]  

Where me, e0, ne, and e are electron mass, vacuum permittivity, electron number density, and electronic charge, respectively [27].

2.4 Debye Length (\lambda_{D}): The electron Debye length (\lambda_{D}) (in m) was defined as a microscopic maximum spatial scale for the charge-separation which represents the shielding distance or the thickness of the plasma sheath which is calculated as [24,26,27]:

\[ \lambda_{D} = \frac{e_{0} k \beta T_{e}}{e^{2} n_{e}} = 7430 \left( \frac{T_{e} (\text{eV})}{n_{e}} \right)^{1/2} \]  

2.5 Plasma Parameter (N_{\text{D}}): Plasma parameter (N_{\text{D}}) denote no. of particles exited in a Debye sphere, or a sphere of radius equal to Debye length (\lambda_{D}), using the equation [25,27]:

\[ N_{D} = \frac{4 \pi}{3} n_{e} (\lambda_{D})^{3} \]  

3. Materials and Methods
Figure (1) the single pin to liquid discharge device that was employed in this experiment is displayed. (which is, highly efficient, simple, easy to operate, and low cost). The cathode pin electrode (iron, 100 mm length, 4 mm radius) is supplied by a variable a high voltage D.C. power source (model HLD-20C Hi-Rikesuta, 0-25 kV, 100 \mu\text{A}), and below this cathode is placed a glass vessel which contain a (100 ml) of tap water with different NaCl concentrations (300, 400, and 500 mg). The liquid contact and the pin electrode are (5 mm) apart. At the vessel's bottom is placed the circular anode (brass) disc (2 mm thickness and 20 mm radius) inside the tap water. A D.C. high-voltage was applied to create a discharge between the cathode pin and the metal anode which is submerged in water with different NaCl concentrations. The discharge water container ignited between the metal pin electrode and the tap water surface. The interaction between a pin-plate and plasma can vary depending on various factors such as the plasma density, temperature, and the material properties of the pin and plate. By using an OES (Optical Emission Spectrometer) (German-made THOR model), the atoms or molecules are excited by electrons and when relaxing to a lower energy level, photons are released with high energy equal to the difference between the two energy states the emission light of the resulting air plasma discharge which detected via a digital camera with higher resolutions. This result in the emission of light spectra from the air plasma [28]. Photon energy analysis (wavelength of light) and spectral emission data of the species can be used to determine the composition of the species it generates at the gap between the pin and water surface when various dissolved concentrations of NaCl are used. The pin acts as the cathode and the plate as the anode. Electrons are emitted from the pin and accelerated towards the plate, causing ionization of the gas and the formation of a glow discharge.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Emission Spectra: There are three main categories that can be used to group electrical discharges that are produced above the liquid surface, direct electrical discharges inside the liquid, electrical discharges in vapour and bubbles inside liquids. Because of their similar breakdown strengths in atmoospheric gas, the plasma formation and gas phase breakdown above the liquid surface in the zone of electrical discharges that generate above the liquid surface are almost identical to the gas electrical discharge.
Fig. 1: Experimental setup of Pin–Liquid configuration

However, in case of electrical discharge on liquid surfaces using liquid as an electrode, the presence of the solution surface impacts both the physical behaviour of the discharge and the chemical reactions taking place at the gap between the gas and solution interface. This is because the ions, which have far lower mobility’s than metal electrons which make the discharge current across the water electrode. Water is also easier to deform and evaporate than metals and has a lower secondary electron emission coefficient. Figure (2) shows the emission spectra of air plasma in a pin-to-liquid discharge setup at various NaCl concentrations. It may be pointed out from these spectra that there are multiple emission peaks of neutral nitrogen lines (N2 I) corresponding to wavelengths (337.13, 357.69, and 380.49 nm). The production of chemical active species are determined by neutral nitrogen energy yields related to the energy consumption of the whole inter electrode system which the same result as in [29]. Emission-neutral atomic nitrogen peaks (N I) appear also at wavelengths (674.17 and 734.76 nm). The ionic nitrogen lines (N II) were also detected in the spectra at wavelengths (435.22, 631.88, 659.66, 697.56, 701.47, and 715.68 nm). All emission's peak intensity is decreased with increasing NaCl concentrations.

Fig. 2: Emission spectra of glow discharge in pin-liquid configuration at different NaCl concentrations for the wavelength range (320-740 nm).

These peaks are of different intensities because of the varying probability of transition and the exciting levels of statistical weight. As well as, the emission intensity of neutral emission peaks is much higher than that of the ionic emission peaks. These results indicated the plasma produced contained more atomic N than that ionic N.

4.2 Effect of NaCl Concentration on the discharge channel:

Figure (3) illustrated the image makes it very evident that the rising NaCl concentration in water causes the dynamical change of the air plasma characteristics that formed in the gap between the pin electrode and the water surface. This result means that the conductivity of the liquid (water) will affect the plasma characteristics that formed (where the increasing of NaCl concentration causes to increase in water conductivity as in ref. 29). The pin and plate can also experience charging effects in a plasma. When exposed to a plasma, the surfaces can accumulate charges due to the differential flow of ions and electrons. This can lead to the formation of an electric field around the pin and plate, which can affect the plasma properties and the interaction between the pin and plate. Figure (4) illustrated the intensity of emission light in the air gap between the pin electrode and surface water at different NaCl concentrations which seem the same behaviour with the result of [27]. And this figure shows that as the concentration of NaCl increased, the light intensity decreased.

4.3 Current-Voltage Curve:

Figure (5) demonstrated the effect of NaCl concentrations on the I-V curve. It is evident that an abnormal glow discharge, was created, increasing the current with the discharge voltage. We also observed that when the NaCl concentration is increased, the discharge current increases.
Fig. 3: Typical images of the influence of NaCl concentration on the discharge channel in the gap between (pin–liquid surface).

Fig. 4: Influence of NaCl concentrations on the emission light intensity in the air pag between (pin - water surface).

Fig. 5: Influence of NaCl concentration on the I-V curve.

4.4 Influence of NaCl Concentrations on the Electron Temperature:
In this section, the electric discharge that formed along the water surface with added NaCl has been investigated. The essential plasma metrics used to determine the plasma state is \( T_e \). The electron temperature was determined in this work using the Boltzmann plot method (equation 1) and the data listed in table (1).

Figure (6) display the boltzmann plots using the selected ionic nitrogen lines (N II) for the air plasma between the pin electrode and water surface at three
different NaCl concentrations. On the other hand, the \( n_e \) was determined. Figure (7) The variation of the \( (T_e \& n_e) \) with NaCl concentrations was plotted. The data detected the fact that \( (T_e \& n_e) \) are reduced with increasing NaCl concentration. One can observe that, the increases in NaCl concentrations cause to reduction in most plasma parameters under study.

Table 1: N II standard lines which used to calculate electron temperature and its characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda (\text{nm}) )</th>
<th>( A_i \times g_i )</th>
<th>( E_i (\text{eV}) )</th>
<th>( x E_i (\text{eV}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>631.8800</td>
<td>15.1x104</td>
<td>23.239296</td>
<td>25.209902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659.567</td>
<td>2.11x104</td>
<td>24.374310</td>
<td>26.253573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697.563</td>
<td>1.03x104</td>
<td>23.415330</td>
<td>25.192229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701.4730</td>
<td>175x104</td>
<td>23.425232</td>
<td>25.192229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715.6750</td>
<td>11.4x104</td>
<td>24.531351</td>
<td>26.263284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: Boltzmann plot for N II peaks using the DBD system at three different concentrations.
Furthermore, table (2) depicts the effect of the NaCl concentrations on the air discharge parameters. The data detected that the plasma frequency and the plasma parameter decreased with increases in NaCl concentrations except the Debye length showed a different behavior with an increase in NaCl concentrations. The variation of plasma parameters with adding NaCl concentration can be described as the increase in NaCl concentrations leading to an increase in free ions in the solution.

Similar to resistive electrodes, liquid electrodes maintain the discharge, preventing it from contracting at the electrode. Although other mechanisms are probably also at play, the dispersed resistivity may be the cause of the stability.

Table 2: The variation of plasma parameters of air plasma with NaCl concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N₀</th>
<th>λ₀ × 10⁻⁶ (cm)</th>
<th>ω₀p × 10¹¹ (rad/sec)</th>
<th>nₑ × 10¹⁷ (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>Tₑ (eV)</th>
<th>Food slat weight (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.6342</td>
<td>377.1176</td>
<td>4.4519</td>
<td>2.1537</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.7278</td>
<td>332.3521</td>
<td>3.1577</td>
<td>1.8698</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.93989</td>
<td>279.1951</td>
<td>2.4401</td>
<td>1.6633</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion
A DC discharge in atmospheric pressure air in a pin with one electrode submerged in water at different NaCl concentrations was investigated. The influence of added NaCl to the distilled water on the air discharge was investigated in more detail. The results shown that the parameters of the air discharge conductivity are strongly influenced by the conductivity of the electrode liquid that formed in the gap between the pin and electrode and distilled water surface. Finally, salts in water can increase its conductivity, which may not lead to increased electrical discharge and potentially create safety hazards. High salt concentrations can also cause corrosion and damage to electrical equipment. Therefore, it is not recommended to increase the concentration of salts in water to improve electrical discharge characteristics.
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